
March and April 2020

Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Every driver All drivers Nom 1. All drivers should be nominated this month. Not any specific driver as they have all equally put in 

the effort, time, patience and at most risk of getting sick. These guys & girls have kept this company rolling 
                  

National

Andrew DÚrso 316 What an absolute delight to have Andrew deliver to my home - he was on time in uniform and nothing 
was too much trouble; he genuinely seemed to be enjoying his work

NSW

Brian Bokany 330 Brian is always receiving great reviews from customers in relation to the great service he offers.  Always 
easy to work with.  Brian always goes above and beyond to make customers happy. Well done Brian and 
keep up the great work.

NSW

Eddie Saade 851 Great operator. Friendly reliable and very professional. Has a great understanding of our customers 
requirements and need. Always happy to lend a helping hand.  

NSW

Geoffrey Sammak 429 Geoffrey has been an exceptional driver on the Bunnings fleet since he started. His work rate and ethic is 
exactly what it takes to be an ANC Delivers driver. It's an absolute pleasure for an allocator to work with 
drivers like Geoffrey. 

NSW

Gershon Yuseco 7363 Nom 1. Job 22963 Good Guys - Customer called to compliment driver on how helpful and courteous he 
was - went beyond "The Offer"
Nom 2. Courteous, Helpful , Provided good customer service

NSW

Harry Tsironis 5007 As a new driver, and placed within an account currently under trail, Harry has been a standout performer. 
His diligence in following the trained processes and commitment to achieve nothing but extraordinary 
customer outcomes has been inspiring. A standout to win this month. We need to clone this man!!! 

NSW

Suresh Saini 786 she always helps out with any deliveries that is asked of him, there was a escalated IKEA delivery and 
                    

NSW
Balwinder Toor 702 Balwinder has helped immensely with app testing for the new Miele changeover that starts next week. He 

has provided great insight for ANC.
QLD

Kasper Jakobsen 41 Kasper is a real troublemaker for us - every time he encounters a new client, they want to keep him! His 
friendly, easy-going attitude and his great work ethic has been recognized from the smallest local client we 
have right up to the state transport manager of Bunnings in QLD! Well done. 

QLD

Richard Drew 5093 Due to the Covid-19 shutdown, Richard lost his permanent run for the foreseeable future. Richard is 
temporarily helping out the Bunnings team with deliveries and is doing an outstanding job. We definitely 
appreciate the help. 

QLD

Gurmukh Singh Brar 169 Very hard worker and learning quickly (new ute driver). Always friendly and helpful. SA
Jeeva Kannan 173 Always positive, keen to work and help whenever required. SA
Balan Andiappan 3553 Balan is one of our new drivers and is always willing to help. He is extremely lovely to speak to and does 

his best when at work!
VIC

Elexa (Geok Tee) 3624 This driver has been a key part of our fleet this month! Continues to smash out her work, has a great 
attitude and is always willing to help out when we need.

VIC

George Chronopoulos 3182 From Rebecca Stamps at Blackwoods:
I’ve recently been getting some great feedback about George. Qantas cell leaders have mentioned how 
much they appreciate his initiative to get to know the various sections within the maintenance area to 
ensure goods are getting to the correct person. This morning Toll Melb Airport made a point of 
commending how friendly & helpful George is and how much they appreciate him not just dumping goods 
at reception as precious drivers have done.It’s always rare to get unprompted positive feedback from 
customers, so I had to share. Please pass along my thanks to George - really appreciate his hard work. 

VIC

James Raman 3538 James has done a home delivery to a Manager working in WSI. They have been very impressed with 
James's professional delivery service and have passed this wonderful feedback to ANC. 

VIC

Narinder Singh 3543 This team is very helpful across different accounts. They do not complain much about any work given. And 
they are good at their work.

VIC

Yoshimura Pang 3625 Nom 1. Yoshi has come on board recently and has been smashing out the work allocated to him. He has 
done some awesome work and is always willing to help and work where he is needed.
Nom 2. This driver has been an amazing asset to the VIC team this month, smashes out his jobs, is never a 
problem and is always willing to help out where ever we need. 

VIC

Zayat Ishaq 3479 This driver has recently taken on our new Harvey Norman Richmond account and has received excellent 
NPS responses from the HNR customers and continues to go above and beyond.

VIC

Dave Reid 220 For continual outstanding NPS results. Dave is very easy to get along with and we thoroughly enjoy 
engaging in some banter with him. Always bound to bring a smile to your face!!

WA

Gourav Verma 528 Gourav always goes above and beyond for the clients he sees on a daily basis. For the Op's team in Perth 
nothing is too hard and no request ever denied. He is an absolute pleasure to work with and the ANC WA 
team are exceptionally lucky to have him on board!!

WA
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ANC Drivers
Congratulations to everyone who has been nominated this month.
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